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Abstract
This paper discussed the mechanisms and processes in clay swelling. Various parameters used to predict the clay
swelling processes were discussed. This study also shows how to select the suitable clay stabilizer for clay swelling
control under different circumstances. Selection of clay stabilizers depends on the types of formation, the intrinsic the
treatments. Different treatments require different types of clay stabilizers. Before applying any chemical treatment for
clay swelling, knowing the mineralogy of clay minerals and locations of clay minerals is always being the first priority.
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Introduction
Clay minerals can be classified into kaolinite group, smectite
group, and illite group. Different types of clay minerals maintain
different properties and should be addressed separately in terms of the
formation damage issues caused by clay minerals [1]. Kaolinite tends to
break apart, then migrates and accumulates in the critical pore throat
areas. The consequences may be severe formation plugging and loss of
permeability. Chlorite is very sensitive to acid or oxygenated waters
and will precipitate Fe(OH)3. Illite will leach potassium ions to increase
the expandable clay and then migrates with other fines. In most cases,
illites are interlayered, which makes them hard to stabilize and more
easily to be dispersed in the formation. Smectite is the most sensitive
expandable clay mineral to brine salinity, which can cause severe loss
of permeability and micro porosity [2-5]. The formation damage issues
caused by clay minerals can be due to chemical reactions or physical
processes, which are determined by many factors, including mineralogy
and chemical composition, mineral abundance, mineral size, etc. To
design an effective chemical treatment for formation damage by clay
minerals, the mineralogy and the location of minerals must be known
because different minerals act differently with chemicals [6]. In this
paper, the mechanisms of clay swelling were analyzed and summarized.
Then various methods to predict clay swelling were present. Based on
that analysis, effective strategies for selection of suitable clay stabilizers
were presented [7].

Osmotic swelling
Osmotic swelling occurs when clay minerals are exposed to
solutions that contain large quantity of sodium cations. The formation
of an electric double layer on surfaces of clay minerals caused clay
swelling. In this case, more clay swelling and more formation damage
would be expected. Different from crystalline swelling, osmotic swelling
occurs at low concentrations above critical salt concentrations [11].

Predict clay swelling
The regions for crystalline or osmotic swelling can be differentiated
by the value of interplanar spacing. At critical salt concentration,
a discontinuity in the inter planar space can be observed. This is the
transition point between crystalline and osmotic swelling. Charts

Mechanism of Clay Swelling
Clay swelling is the result of d-spacing increase and volume
increase whenever the exchangeable cations are hydrated. According
to Norrish [8], the main processes of clay swelling involve main two
steps: the crystalline and osmotic swelling processes.

Crystalline swelling
Crystalline swelling occurs in the presence of concentrated brines
or brines that contain high concentration of divalent or multivalent
cations. The formation of water layers on the surfaces of clay minerals
causes crystalline swelling, with the concentrations below critical
salt concentration. Figure 1 shows a molecular structure of 2:1 ratio
sheet with exchangeable cations between layers. The left part is the
anhydrous structure with no hydrations of water. The middle picture
demonstrates the changes in the dimensions with four hydrated water
molecules. The right part shows the changes in the dimensions with
eight hydrated water molecules [9,10].
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Figure 1: Crystalline swelling of clay minerals.
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can be constructed under various salt concentrations to predict the
transition point. In the other ways, x-ray diffraction method can be used
to construct the clay swelling charts under various salt concentrations.
Then the compatibility of various clay minerals with various electrolyte
solutions can be determined from the chart. From this chart, the clay
swelling process can be determined whether it is crystalline swelling
or osmotic swelling [12-15]. Osmotic repulsive pressure exists between
clay particles when the total amount of ions in the double layer of clay
minerals is more than that of in the solution. In this case, water in
the pore space will enter into double to dilute the concentration [16].
As the electric filed acts as a semi-permeable membrane, water can
enter into the double layer but the exchangeable cations cannot leave
the layer. As a result, the double layer expands and the inter-particle
distance increases. This leads to expansion of clay minerals and the
result is clay swelling. Lots of researchers have proposed models and
equations to calculate the values of osmotic repulsive pressure, thus
predict the extent of clay swelling [17-20]. Researchers also proposed
some other important parameters used to predict clay swelling, such as,
water absorption rate, clay swelling coefficient, water content during
clay swelling, time-dependent clay expansion coefficient, porosity
reduction by clay swelling, and permeability reduction by clay swelling.
All those parameters are very helpful in predicting the extent of clay
swelling, with the region charts and osmotic repulsive pressure being
the most effective ones [21].

Selection of Clay Stabilizers
Application of clay stabilizers has been proved to be the most
effective way to control clay swelling. Table 1 lists the different stages
in the development process of clay stabilizers [22-26]. Clay stabilizers
can be categorized into two groups: inorganic clay stabilizers and
organic stabilizers. Inorganic clay stabilizers include simple inorganic
compounds, cationic inorganic polymers and steam additives. Organic
clay stabilizers include simple organic compounds, cationic organic
polymers, anionic organic polymers and non-ionic organic polymers
[27-29]. The simple inorganic compounds are easy to apply and cheap,
compared with other types of clay stabilizers. Examples are KCl, CaCl2,
and they are widely used for water flooding or drilling fluids. They
can also be used as a pretreatment for EOR. However, they are usually
weak and temporary. They cannot be applied with steam either [30-32].
The cationic inorganic polymers, on the other hand, usually are used
as a pretreatment for EOR or as a post treatment following acidizing
treatments. Compared with the simple inorganic compounds, they
can last longer and cannot be reversible. However, the shortcomings
of applying cationic inorganic polymers are they require a shut period
prior to application and they are very pH sensitive. Therefore, their
effectiveness are limited under certain circumstances. Steam additives
are developed to overcome the disadvantages of simple inorganic
compounds and cationic inorganic polymers. They are cheap and
acted as a pH buffer. They are applied for pH and salinity control

during steam injection and can be used to treat the whole formation.
However, they are less effective compared with the other types of clay
stabilizers [33-36]. Simple organic compounds are similar to simple
inorganic compounds and are used in water flooding, workovers or
pretreatment. They are easy to apply but with limitations of temporary
effects and not applicable in oil-wet formations. Cationic organic
polymers are used mainly in acidizing or fracturing treatments, well
completion or pre-treatment for EOR [37,38]. They are tolerant to
carrier fluids and are irreversible. However, they are not suitable for
low permeability formation. Anionic organic polymers are mainly used
in drilling and completion fluids. They are also used as viscosity control
agents. Shortcomings of those additives are acid and temperature
sensitive and they are less effective compared with cationic polymers.
Non-inoic organic polymers act similar to anionic organic polymers
and examples are polycrylamide and vinyl pyrrolidine. Cationic
polymer clay stabilizers are better in controlling clay swelling as they
cannot be replaced by simple cations and can irreversibly stabilize
clay swelling. While on the other hand, anionic or non-ionic organic
polymers control clay swelling by bridging or encapsulating clay
particles. As discussed above, clay swelling is most affected by the
surface properties of clay minerals. The bulk properties of clay minerals
control the hydrothermal stability of clay minerals. Normally, it is hard
to change the hydrothermal properties of clay minerals [39]. However,
solution properties, especially the pH value, have a profound effect
on hydrothermal reaction processes through affecting reaction rate
and reaction path. Adjustment of solution properties can control the
hydrothermal properties of clay minerals to some extent.

Conclusions
Based on above discussion, the following conclusions can be drawn:
• Clay swelling involves two main steps: the crystalline and osmotic
swelling processes. Different from crystalline swelling, osmotic swelling
occurs at low concentrations above critical salt concentrations.
• Clay swelling can be predicted through various parameters
with the region charts and osmotic repulsive pressure being the most
effective ones.
• Selection of clay stabilizers depends on the types of formation,
the intrinsic the treatments. Different treatments require different
types of clay stabilizers. Before applying any chemical treatment for
clay swelling, knowing the mineralogy of clay minerals and locations of
clay minerals is always being the first priority.
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